EasyUSB™ Solutions

Vaddio™ EasyTalk™ Sound Bar
High Quality Audio Solution for UC Conferencing Applications
Part Number: 999-8565-000 (Worldwide)
The EasyUSB EasyTalk Sound Bar is a 37” (940mm)
wide speaker bar for use in UC conferencing rooms where
the built-in flat panel HD monitor speakers just aren’t good
enough. This Sound Bar is ideal for placement above or
below any HDTV or monitor.

Image: EasyTalk Sound Bar shown with the included Rubber
Speaker feet

The EasyUSB EasyTalk Sound Bar is optimized for voice and provides clean, crisp audio while not over
emphasizing low bass or those barky midrange frequencies. The Sound Bar combines left, center and right channel
speakers into a single, convenient wall or table top mountable enclosure. Each speaker channel uses a long
excursion, foam surround 3.75” (92.3mm) paper cone woofer for superb dynamic impact and 5/8” (15.9mm)
aluminum tweeter to ensure realistic high frequencies unlike the thin-sounding speakers built into HDTVs.
The sensitivity and frequency response of the Sound Bar is rated at 87 dB 1W/1m with a frequency response of
100 Hz to 20k Hz. Each speaker channel is rated at 8 ohms and can handle up to 80 watts per channel. The highgloss black lacquer finish adds style to any décor and is extremely easy to install. It is packaged with a pair of
rubber speaker feet for table-top or credenza mounting and keyhole slots and M5 threaded inserts provide for simple
wall mount options.

EASYTALK SOUND BAR IMAGES
Front View:
Speaker grill
removed to expose three 3.75”
high excursion woofers and
three 5/8” aluminum tweeters in
left, center and right speaker
channel configuration.
Rear View:
Showing three
individual speaker binding posts
(left/center/right)
for
each
speaker channel. Keyhole slots
and M5 threaded inserts allow
for mounting flexibility.

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Part Number
Included Accessories
Mounting Points
Speaker Channels
Speaker Impedance
Power Rating
Freq. Response
Sensitivity
Speaker Elements
(Optimized for Voice)
Finish
Dimensions
Weight

999-8565-000 (Worldwide)
Packed with two (2) Rubber Speaker Feet and two (2) 6’ (1.83m) lengths of 18/2 speaker wire (stripped and tinned)
Two (2) Keyhole Slot Brackets and/or two (2) M5 Threaded Inserts
Three individual speaker channels (Left/Center/Right)
8 Ohms per channel
Up to 80 watts per channel
100 Hz to 20k Hz
SPL: 87 dB 1W/1m
Three (3) 3.75” (92.3mm), long excursion, foam surround paper cone woofers, one per speaker channel, Three
(3) 5/8” (15.9mm) aluminum tweeters, one per speaker channel
High-gloss black lacquer
4.75" (120.7mm) H x 37" (940mm) W x 4.25" (108mm) D
15 lbs. (6.804 kg) (approx.. 2700 Peanut M&Ms)
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